Systematic review of computational methods for identifying miRNA-mediated RNA-RNA crosstalk.
Posttranscriptional crosstalk and communication between RNAs yield large regulatory competing endogenous RNA (ceRNA) networks via shared microRNAs (miRNAs), as well as miRNA synergistic networks. The ceRNA crosstalk represents a novel layer of gene regulation that controls both physiological and pathological processes such as development and complex diseases. The rapidly expanding catalogue of ceRNA regulation has provided evidence for exploitation as a general model to predict the ceRNAs in silico. In this article, we first reviewed the current progress of RNA-RNA crosstalk in human complex diseases. Then, the widely used computational methods for modeling ceRNA-ceRNA interaction networks are further summarized into five types: two types of global ceRNA regulation prediction methods and three types of context-specific prediction methods, which are based on miRNA-messenger RNA regulation alone, or by integrating heterogeneous data, respectively. To provide guidance in the computational prediction of ceRNA-ceRNA interactions, we finally performed a comparative study of different combinations of miRNA-target methods as well as five types of ceRNA identification methods by using literature-curated ceRNA regulation and gene perturbation. The results revealed that integration of different miRNA-target prediction methods and context-specific miRNA/gene expression profiles increased the performance for identifying ceRNA regulation. Moreover, different computational methods were complementary in identifying ceRNA regulation and captured different functional parts of similar pathways. We believe that the application of these computational techniques provides valuable functional insights into ceRNA regulation and is a crucial step for informing subsequent functional validation studies.